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Abstract – In processor arrays, the memory subsystem
represents a major cost and performance bottleneck. To optimize
the system performance we use address generation unit which
performs host-to-processor array address transformation in
hardware. The aim of initial loading is to provide sequential
access to data elements stored in processor array memory
modules. The performance of the proposed solution are
estimated by the speedup, which is defined as a ratio of the time
needed to perform address transformation in software and in
hardware. Proposed hardware implementation of address
transformation gives a speedup of 2.3, with low hardware
overhead. Most of address transformations are performed by
cross-wiring
Keywords – Processor array, Memory subsystem, Address
transformation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The large number of data and the repetitive nature of the
algorithms involved in digital signal processing, numerical
analysis, database and dictionary machines, graph algorithms,
etc. mean that fast solution to such problems become
important, especially for real-time applications. The
performance improvement of these algorithms has always
been of interest to researchers. [1-3]. As these algorithms are
usually loop oriented and data oblivious, they are suitable for
hardware acceleration. Processor arrays are good candidate
accelerator architectures that can be used in Multiprocessor
System on Chip (MPSoC) designs with aim to achieve high
computational and communication performance. One of the
crucial components that determine the success of the MPSoC
based architectures is its memory system. Address
calculations in such systems often involve linear and
polynomial arithmetic expressions which have to be
calculated during program execution under strict timing
constraints. Hence, it is very important to carry out these
accesses and related address computation in an efficient way.
Some current MPSoC architectures [1] have addresses this
problem including a dedicated unit that works in parallel with
the processing elements ensuring efficient feed and storage of
the data to/from the processor array. These units are referred
to as Address Generation Units (AGU).
In many applications the sequence of storage and retrieval
for particular blocks of data is strongly patterned. In these
cases it is often useful to arrange memory allocation in one of
the following ways [2]:
1. The incoming data is written to consecutive locations and
the consumed data is read in the required pattern;
2. The incoming data is written in a pre-determined pattern
so that reading can proceed from sequential location.

In this paper we will use the second approach for
implementing address generation unit, which acts as an
interface logic between the host and processor array
composed of a linear chain of identical processing elements
(PEs). In our case, processor array is a bidirectional linear
systolic array (BLSA).

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Target Algorithms
A broad class of problems that can be solved on the BLSA
has a form of nested loops such as [7]:
Algorithm_1
for k:=1 to n do
for i:=1 to n do
for j:=1 to n do

cij( k ) := cij( k −1) ⊕ (aik ⊗ bkj) )
where

C (0) = (cij(0) ) are

matrices, are given matrices, while C

(n)

given

= (c ) is a resulting
(n)
ij

matrix. “⊕” and “⊗” are operations from the set {+, -, *, min
, max ,=, ∧, ∨, ¬, NOP}.
Some representative problems that can be described in the
form of the above algorithm are listed below.
Case1. If cij = 0 and (⊕,⊗) = (+, *) Algorithm_1
(0)

•

corresponds to matrix multiplication algorithm.
Case 2. If cij = 1 , aik ∈ {0,1} , bkj ∈{0,1} and (⊕,⊗)=(∨,
(0)

•

∧), Algorithm_1 relates to Boolean product of matrices
[4].
Case 3. If cij = 1 and (⊕,⊗)=(∧, =), Algorithm_1 deals
(0)

•

with two-dimensional topple comparison [5].
Case 4. If cij = +∞ and (⊕,⊗)=(min ,+), Algorithm_1
(0)

•

covers distance matrix multiplication algorithm [6].
A common property of the algorithms that can be
represented in the above form is that their data dependency
graphs are regular. Consequently, these problems are suitable
for implementation on both two-dimensional (2D) and linear
(1D) arrays. Primary (design) reasons why we decide to use
1D instead of 2D SA, are the following:
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A = (aik ), B = (bkj ) and
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-

Number of processing elements (PEs): n in 1D SA, vs.
n2 in 2D SA;
Simpler I/O interface between the host and SA;
Number of I/O channels: n+2 for 1D SA vs. 3n in 2D
SA;
Number of AGUs: n+2 for 1D SA vs. 3n in 2D SA;

The main drawback of implementing the above algorithms
on 1D SA instead of on 2D SA is longer execution time.
Namely, the resulting matrix C(n) is obtained in n iterations,
such that input values for the k-th, k=1,2,…, n, are matrices A
and B, and matrix C(k-1) obtained in the previous iteration.
Target Architecture
Our target architecture is shown Fig. 1. The BLSA, which
acts as a hardware accelerator, is composed of n PEs, denoted
as PE0 to PEn-1, memory modules Mi, i=0,1,…, n-1, connected
to each PEi, and memory modules MA and MB connected to
border PEs. Memory modules and BLSA form a linear
processor array (PA). PA is connected to a host via AGU.
AGU performs three address transformations. The first and
the second relate to address generation for storing data in MA
and MB, respectively. The third one deals with address
generation for storing data into memory modules M0 to Mn-1.

Fig. 3. Memory address format

A field “base address” points to the starting memory
location of the array (A, B or C), either in the host or in the
accelerator address space. Fields i and j correspond to the
offset of the element xij∈{a,b,c}, with respect to the base
address. The AGU transforms offset part of the address by
mapping (i,j) into (i’,j’). Accelerator memory base address is
defined by the design. We assume that n=2k. In that case the
size of fields i and j is k bits. Fig. 4 shows an example of
memory allocation for the matrices of size 4x4.

Fig. 1. Global structure of the system

Data pattern needed to feed in BLSA during one iteration is
shown in Fig. 2 for the case n=4.

Fig. 4. An Example of memory allocation for matrices of order 4x4

Fig. 2. a) Initial data schedule in the BLSA during first iteration
b) Functional property of PE

III. ADDRESS GENERATION UNITS

Memory Allocation
Memory allocation is a task that assigns data to memory
modules. Our goal was to provide initial loading of memory
modules such that during algorithm execution data are read
from successive memory addresses. We assume that matrices
are stored in row-major ordering in host memory. Memory
address is composed of three fields as presented in Fig. 3.

A task of AGU is to perform mapping from host to
accelerator address space. Three different types of address
transformations are performed during initial loading of
memory modules:
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•

Host memory to MA address transformation

•

Host memory to MB address transformation

•

Host memory
transformation

to

Mi,

i=0,1,...,n-1,

address

Accordingly, AGU is composed of three parts: AGU_A,
AGU_B and AGU_C.
Initial Loading of MA
Host memory to MA address transformation, performed by
AGU_A, can be described by the following equation
S
64444444
47
44444444
8
⎛⎡n⎤ ⎡ i ⎤⎞
⎡i ⎤
Adr _ A = ⎢ ⎥ * (i + 1) mod 2 + ⎜⎜ ⎢ ⎥ + ⎢ ⎥ ⎟⎟ * i mod 2 + j * n,
⎣2⎦
⎝ ⎢2⎥ ⎣2⎦⎠

Fig. 6. Hardware structure of AGU_B

Initial Loading of Mi

i, j = 0,1,..., n − 1

The term denoted by S in the above equation represents a
perfect shuffle of i, while j*n corresponds to shifting j for k bit
positions left (note that n=2k). The structure of AGU_A is
depicted in Fig. 5. In the first step i and j part of the address
are interchanged by cross-wiring. In the second step, a perfect
shuffle on k bits is performed, also by cross-wiring. In the
third step a concatenation of MS and LS part of the address is
performed and memory address for accessing MA is obtained.

AGU_C is used as a hardware block for transforming host
address of matrix C element into Mi, i=0,1,...,n-1, address.
The process of address transformation is described by the
following relation

(i, j ) → (i' , j ' ) = ((n − i + j ) mod n, shuffle(i)) =
(MS_part, LS_part)
where MS_part represents MS part of the address which is
used for a selection of memory module Mi, while LS_part
defines address location within Mi. The hardware structure of
AGU_C is given in Fig. 7. A propagation delay through
AGU_C is determined by the delay through a chain of adders
and a multiplexer.

Fig. 5. The structure of AGU_A

Let us note that address transformation is realized without
processing. The propagation delay through AGU_A is
determined by wiring delay.
Initial Loading of MB
The AGU_B performs address transformation during initial
loading of matrix B into MB. The process of address
transformation can be described by the following equation
⎛⎡n⎤ ⎡ j ⎤⎞
⎡ j⎤
Adr _ B = ⎢ ⎥ ∗ ( j + 1) mod 2 + ⎜⎜ ⎢ ⎥ + ⎢ ⎥ ⎟⎟ ∗ j mod 2 + i ∗ n,
⎣2⎦
⎝ ⎢2⎥ ⎣2⎦⎠
i, j = 0,1,K, n − 1.
The structure of AGU_B is depicted in Fig. 6. It consists of
two steps: a perfect shuffle of the lower part of the offset,
followed by the concatenation with the upper part. Again, for
address transformation only cross wiring is used. The
propagation delay through AGU_B is determined by wiring
delay.

Fig. 7. Hardware structure of AGU_C

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to evaluate benefits of hardware implementation of
address generation units, we will use speedup as a metric. We
define speedup as
S=

T SW
,
T AGU

where TSW and TAGU, correspond to software and hardware
implementation of address transformations. The program
sequences performed by the host that correspond to hardware
and software implementations of address transformations are
given in Figs. 8-10. When address transformations are
performed by AGU, a program sequence is identical for all
matrices (i.e. for A, B and C) In accordance with Fig. 3 we
assume that base address is 16-bits long, while fields i and j
are 8-bits each. This implies that maximum array size is
256x256=64K elements.
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S AGU _ A =

TSW _ A
TAGU _ A

=

(3 + 13n 2 )TU
≈ 2.2.
(3 + 6n 2 )TU

Similarly, for AGU_B and AGU_C we obtain
S AGU _ B =
Fig. 8. Program sequence for initial loading of memory modules
performed by the host when address transformations are performed
by AGU

(3 + 12n 2 )TU
(4 + 16n 2 )TU
≈
2.,
S
=
≈ 2.7
_
AGU
C
(3 + 6n 2 )TU
(3 + 6n 2 )TU

The total speedup is obtained as

S=

TSW _ A + TSW _ B + TSW _ C
TAGU _ A + TAGU _ B + T AGU _ C

=

(10 + 41n 2 )TU
≈ 2.3.
(9 + 18n 2 )TU

Having in mind that address transformations performed by
AGU_A and AGU_B are completely realized by cross-wiring,
while AGU_C is partially realized by cross-wiring and
partially by hardware logic (composed of four adder blocks
and a multiplexer), we can conclude that hardware overhead
of AGU is very low. On the other hand hardware
implementation of address transformations is more than two
times faster than software implementation, what in great deal
justifies the usage of AGU.

V. CONCLUSION
We have described an address generation unit (AGU)
intended for initial loading of memory modules in a linear
processor array which acts as a hardware accelerator for a
class of problems which can be described in the form of three
nested loops. AGU is partially implemented by cross-wiring
and partially by hardware logic. The speedup achieved by
hardware implementation of address transformation is three.

Fig. 9. Program sequence for initial loading of MA when address
transformation is performed by software
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